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Selective decoration of Rh nanospheres on acid functionalized
carbon nanotubes has been demonstrated using Al as a sacriﬁcial
substrate. Remarkable ﬁeld emission has been observed for this
heterostructure as a high current density of 170 lA cm2 is
generated at an ultra-low threshold of 300 V lm1, compared to
much smaller values for Rh nanospheres and carbon nanotubes
separately.
Metal nanostructures of tunable size and shape have been the
central focus of current research due to their unusual electronic,
optical and magnetic properties that are often diﬀerent from
those of their bulk counterparts.1 The exploitation of the
electronic structure of these materials at the nanoscale has
strong implications for the development of high-throughput
electronic devices, like those based on ﬁeld emission.2 Field
emission from nanostructured materials, in particular, has
captured extensive attention in the past few years due to the
enormous ﬁeld enhancement possible at sharp tips anticipated
as a function of their size and shape in the nanoscale.3
Moreover, carbon-based materials such as diamond, carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), graphenes etc. are more favorable in terms
of their stability and mechanical strength.4 Unfortunately,
their higher resistivity diminishes their replenishment and
transport of electrons, thereby requiring higher threshold
ﬁelds with time to sustain a constant emission current.5 Since
carbon nanotubes are already considered to be good emitters,6
their desirable properties may be further enhanced by making
use of the electronic properties (work function and the structure
of density of states) of metal decorated CNT heterostructures
since some of these can operate remarkably well (lower applied
voltages) below the intrinsic current limit due to their thermal
eﬀects.7
Current strategies of binding nanoparticles to carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) often make use of small organic bridging
molecules to improve the adhesion between the nanostructures
and CNTs.8 This not only complicates the process but also
results in indirect and poorer contact between diﬀerent phases.
Indeed, the consequential increase in the barrier for electron
transport can adversely aﬀect materials performance in
emission applications.9 Enormous improvements have been
made, to date, in metal/CNT heterostructures using silver
(Ag), platinum (Pt), nickel (Ni), palladium (Pd), rhodium
(Rh) and gold (Au) despite the poor durability issues for some
of these heterostructures.8,10 Among these, Rh/CNTs could
especially be promising due to their features such as
excellent electrical performance, chemical inertness, mechanical
strength, remarkable thermal stability, lower electron aﬃnity
and signiﬁcant stability toward ion bombardment.11
Herein we report such an enhanced ﬁeld emission from Rh
nanospheres decorated multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) as compared to Rh nanospheres and acid
functionalized MWNTs. Raman spectroscopic analysis reveals
conclusive mechanistic evidence for oxidative functionalization
followed by eﬀective decoration of Rh nanospheres at the
defect sites of the carbon nanotubes as a primary reason for
the enhanced emission. An ultra-low threshold ﬁeld of
300 V mm1 has been observed to generate a comparatively
high ﬁeld emission current density of 170 mA cm2 for Rh
nanospheres decorated MWNTs while Rh nanospheres and
acid functionalizedMWNTs display 54 mA cm2 and 32 mA cm2
respectively under similar experimental conditions. Higher
current density at this ultra-low threshold ﬁeld indicates that
the origin of the extraordinary electron emission performance
is from the co-operative interactions between Rh nanospheres
and MWNTs. More signiﬁcantly, further tuning of the size
and distribution could oﬀer several promising characteristics
specially required for the development of high performance
electron sources.
Synthesis of these Rh/MWNTs heterostructures brieﬂy
involves electroless reduction of Rh ions in the presence of
acid functionalized MWNTs using Al as a reducing substrate.
The synthetic strategy is brieﬂy (schematically) shown in
Scheme 1, although more details of the steps involved in the
formation of Rh/MWNTs heterostructures, Rh nanospheres
synthesis and functionalization of MWNTs are presented in
the experimental section.w
Fig. 1(a) shows a typical scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of Rh nanospheres decorated on the surface of
acid functionalizedMWNTs having uniform and monodispersed
Scheme 1 Schematic representation of assembling procedure for the
decoration of Rh nanospheres on acid functionalized multiwalled
carbon nanotubes.
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coverage. Accordingly, a high density of Rh nanoparticles
(B2.3 nm size) coalesced into assembled nanospheres having a
size of 150 nm with a monodispersed decoration throughout
the MWNTs wall can be clearly seen in the transmission
electron microscopic images of Fig. 1(b and c).
The reduction of Rh atoms on the defect sites/oxidized sites
of the MWNTs instead of that within the solution and on the
surface of the Al substrate could be due to the initial replacement
of H+ of the acidic functionalities of nanotubes with Rh3+
ions. Further, the Al substrate supports these Rh ions to
undergo reduction on this already well-stabilized carbon
nanotube platform so that these nanoparticles having
extremely high surface energy are formed through spherical
growth (see Fig. 1). These spheres and their direct interactions
with MWNTs walls are revealed by the high resolution
transmission electron microscopic image as revealed in
Fig. 1(c) and Scheme 1 respectively. This hetero-structure
assembly is believed to be responsible for their enhanced ﬁeld
emission, despite their having higher size due to assembly of
small particles. The unique morphological features (when
compared to other regular spheres) include their central
thicker core and rougher, comparatively less dense outer
surface region having a diameter of B150 nm. Similar Rh
nanospheres synthesized using an identical procedure but
without carbon nanotubes clearly indicate these nanospheres
have irregular surface morphology, despite having the
same average diameter of B150 nm (SI-Iw). However, the
spacing is the same for assembled nanoparticles (B2.3 nm)
after an internal assembly to nanospheres with a good
monodispersion as has been clearly seen in TEM images
(SI-Iw). Furthermore, SEM and TEM images of acid
functionalized MWNTs conﬁrm an average thickness of
B30 nm (SI-IIw).
Raman spectroscopy has also been employed to strengthen
our interpretation of eﬃcient acid functionalization followed
by decoration of Rh nanospheres on the surface of MWNTs.
Accordingly, Fig. 2a presents a comparison of the Raman
spectra of the pristine, acid treated and Rh nanospheres
decorated MWNTs each of them consisting of two characteristic
bands. The band at 1320 cm1 (for pristine), 1327 cm1
(for oxidized) and 1332 cm1 (for Rh nanospheres decorated
MWNTs) is the D band, which is caused by the induction of
signiﬁcant defects or disorder in the CNT surfaces.12 The G
band corresponding to the crystallite graphitic structure is
obtained at 1578 cm1 (pristine), 1581 cm1 (oxidized) and
1583 cm1 (Rh nanospheres decorated MWNTs).
The D and G peaks have been analyzed for the intensity
ratio (D/G) to quantify the surface oxidation process along
with their concomitant topographic eﬀects. Accordingly,
Fig. 2b shows the D/G values for the pristine, acid functionalized
and Rh nanospheres decorated carbon nanotubes. The surface
oxidized carbon nanotubes have a higher D/G ratio than that
for the pristine carbon nanotubes, which is indicative of
oxidative functionalization although a further oxidation
process causes a continuous increase in the number of
defective sites, which presumably increases the reactivity of
the MWNTs.13
The distribution of defect sites on the nanotube lattice is due
to breaking of some of the walls of the MWNTs by oxidation
(Scheme 1). These defects include the conversion of
sp2-hybridized carbon to sp3-hybridized carbon during the
oxidation process, with the creation of carboxylic and hydro-
xyl groups. In particular, the D/G ratio decreases signiﬁcantly
after formation of the heterostructures. This suggests that the
defect sites generated on the MWNTs surface during oxidation
can be passivated by the Rh nanospheres decoration (Fig. 1
and 2) along with their red shifting of both D and G bands.
The increase in D/G ratio (Fig. 2b) together with shifting of G
and D bands (Fig. 2a) seems to be related to the strong bond
between surface oxidized carbon (carbon defects) and surface
Rh-atoms of nanospheres.
Having demonstrated the unique morphological features of
these nanostructured Rh/MWNTs we investigated the
co-operative eﬀects between Rh nanospheres and MWNTs
as compared to that of ‘‘as-synthesized’’ Rh nanostructures by
Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of as-prepared Rh-MWNTs using galvanic
displacement approach. (b) TEM of single Rh-MWNTs. (c) High
resolution TEM image of single Rh nanospheres on MWNTs surface,
showing aggregation of small nanoparticles with average diameter of
2.3 nm.
Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra of the pristine, acid treated and Rh
nanospheres decorated MWNTs. (b) The change in intensity ratio of
D to G band of MWNTs with oxidation and the subsequent decoration
with Rh nanospheres.
Fig. 3 Field emission (J–E) characteristics for (a) Rh-MWNTs, (b)
Rh nanospheres and (c) acid functionalized MWNTs mounted on Si,
revealing typical metallic behavior.
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the same approach and also that of acid functionalized
MWNTs towards their emission performance. Accordingly,
Fig. 3 shows typical superimposed emission current density vs.
applied electric ﬁeld curves for the diode conﬁguration of (a)
Rh nanospheres decorated carbon nanotubes, (b) Rh nano-
spheres and (c) acid functionalized MWNTs respectively.
Both the turn-on ﬁeld and the higher current density of the
Rh/MWNTs indicate that the ﬁeld emission from the Rh
nanospheres decorated on MWNTs is enhanced considerably,
where an onset ﬁeld of 260 V mm1, requiring an emission
current of 6.5 nA (corresponding to the current density of
2.5  103 mA cm2), is reproducibly observed. The emission
current density of the Rh decorated MWNTs measured at
450 V mm1 improves from 32 mA cm2 (acid functionalized
MWNTs) to 54 mA cm2 (Rh nanospheres) to 68 mA cm2. In
addition, turn-on ﬁeld decreases from 340 V mm1 (acid
treated MWNTs) to 270 V mm1 (Rh/MWNTs) (shown in
Table 1), which could be due to the co-operative eﬀects.
The enhanced emission properties can be explained on the
basis of reduced turn-on ﬁeld and improvement in emission
current density related to the Rh nanospheres anchored on
CNTs. The functionalization of CNT using Rh nanoclusters
presumably decreases the local work function of the ﬁeld
emitters enabling an increase in the density of states (DOS)
near the Fermi level of the CNTs surface due to the
co-operative nature of the electronic interactions with Rh.
However, only moderate ﬁeld emission is observed from acid
functionalized MWNTs as compared to that of the other two
emitters (Rh decorated MWNTs and Rh nanospheres). This
may be due to the fact that many defect sites created by the
acid treatment contain many oxygen functional groups along
with the destruction of regular graphitic structure on the
surface, which automatically reduces the emission current/
site density. Accordingly, comparison of the ﬁeld-emission
performance of our emitter materials along with a list of some
recently reported nanostructures is shown in Table 1.
In summary, a unique Rh–carbon nanotube based hetero-
structure has been demonstrated by the controlled decoration
of Rh nanospheres (2.3 nm) on acid functionalized MWNTs
surface (B150 nm) enabling enhanced ﬁeld emission behavior.
The synthesis consists of acid functionalization of MWNTs
followed by further simple ion exchange, for replacing the
proton of acid functionalities by Rh3+ ions and subsequent
reduction of these ions by a galvanic approach. An ultra-low
threshold ﬁeld of 300 V mm1 is observed to generate an
emission current density of 170 mA cm2, which is appreciably
larger as compared to that of individual Rh nanospheres
(54 mA cm2) and functionalized MWNTs (32 mA cm2). This
process can easily be scaled up using larger Al substrates and
by tuning the extent of functionalization on MWNTs which
would be useful in microelectronics and also for ﬁeld emission
displays. The smaller size of emitting area along with the
possibility of modulating their co-operative interaction promises
remarkable characteristics for development of futuristic ﬁeld
emission devices.
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1 Rh/MWNTs Galvanic Displacement with Al 168 mA cm2 at 450 V mm1 9820 Present work
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